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Abstract

This paper describes an experiment devised to
group Catalan verbs according to their syntactic
behavior. Our goal is to acquire a small num-
ber of basic classes with a high level of accuracy,
from relatively knowledge-poor resources. This
information, expensive and slow to compile by
hand, is useful for any NLP task requiring spe-
cific lexical information.

The experiment aims at automatically clas-
sifying verbs into transitive, intransitive and
verbs alternating with a se-construction. We
use a clustering methodology applied to data
extracted from a tagged corpus. Our system
achieves an average 0.87 F-score, for a task with
a 0.65 baseline. The cluster analysis also pro-
vides insight into the relevant features and the
notion of prototypicality within a class.

1 Introduction

This paper presents a method to automatically
classify Catalan verbs into syntactic classes by
means of clustering, an unsupervised machine
learning technique. Obtaining lexical informa-
tion about the linguistic behavior of every word
is critical for many NLP tasks, specially in the
case of verbs, as they have a great influence in
the syntactic pattern and the informational con-
tent of the sentence.

However, manually compiling this informa-
tion is an expensive and slow task, which is
never complete and often leads to inconsistent
resources (Ide and Véronis, 1998). In the last
decade, much research has focused on lexical ac-
quisition, that is, on inferring lexical properties
of words from their behavior in corpora and
other resources, using machine learning tech-
niques.

The first works on automatic acquisition of
subcategorisation information were not directed
at classifying verbs but at compiling every possi-
ble subcategorisation frame for each verb. Brent

(1993) used raw corpora to obtain six differ-
ent frame types; Manning (1993) described a
system which could recognize up to 19 frames;
Briscoe and Carroll (1997) followed this same
line but dealt with 160 frames. Several works in
recent years are closer to the goals or methodol-
ogy of the experiments presented in this paper.
Merlo and Stevenson (2001) applied supervised
techniques to acquire three different classes of
optionally transitive verbs: unergative, unac-
cusative and object-drop. They achieved 69.8%
accuracy. The technique we use here, clustering,
has also been used to classify verbs into seman-
tic classes (Schulte im Walde, 2000; Stevenson
and Joanis, 2003).

The approach in this and other related work
is to use (mainly) syntactic features to induce
semantic classes, thus exploiting the syntax-
semantics interface. Our task is arguably sim-
pler, because it uses syntactic cues to infer syn-
tactic classes. However, it is by no means triv-
ial, because Catalan syntax is much more flexi-
ble than English syntax (Vallduv́ı and Engdahl,
1996) and we use very simple resources, namely,
a tagged corpus. If the approach is fruitful, it
can be extended to languages with less resources
than English or German, such as Catalan itself.
The information extracted can be used to create
or enhance new resources, such as a parser, and
is easy to understand, correct and manipulate
by linguists.

In unsupervised techniques, such as cluster-
ing, the algorithms do not need any set of pre-
classified training instances to compute the so-
lution. Hence, their results are independent
from any human classification and depend only
on the features and the parameters chosen. It
is sensible, therefore, to consider unsupervised
techniques to be more empirical than supervised
techniques (because the latter do depend on a
previous classification).

The paper has the following structure: Sec-
tion 2 introduces the classification sought; Sec-



tion 3 explains the materials and methodology
(data, features and approach) of the experi-
ment, and Section 4 its results; Section 5 lists
further work. Finally, Section 6 presents the
conclusions of this paper.

2 Classification

Our initial aim was to distinguish between tran-
sitive verbs (those subcategorising for an NP
or clausal object), verbs bearing a prepositional
object (“prepositional verbs” from now on), and
intransitive verbs (without object of any kind).
These classes correspond to the most widely
cited distinction in both descriptive and theo-
retical grammar with respect to verbal syntax.
However, the first experimental results made
us rethink the classification. When computing
two clusters, transitive verbs were concentrated
in a cluster and intransitive and prepositional
verbs in the other one, according to expecta-
tions. However, and consistently across experi-
mental settings, when computing more than two
clusters, the algorithm made divisions of the
transitive cluster, and did not separate intran-
sitive from prepositional verbs.

We believe that this is due to the fact that
both intransitives and prepositionals coocur
with prepositions and, therefore, they are not
different enough to be classified in different clus-
ters. Also, transitive verbs were divided into
subclasses because they show a more heteroge-
nous behavior and its number is much greater
than the number of both intransitive and prepo-
sitional verbs (see in Section 3.1).

As for the divisions within transitives, they
were by no means random. A particular class of
verbs tended to be separated from more proto-
typical transitives: Verbs which require an NP
object unless they occur with the particle se,1
in which case they require a prepositional object
(and admit no NP object), as example 1 shows.2
We call this class VASE (Verbs Alternating with
a SE -construction).

(1) a. La revolució no beneficia tothom
the revolution not benefits everyone
‘Revolution doesn’t benefit everyone’

1Se is a morpheme present in the grammar of most
Romance languages, which typically absorbs an argu-
ment of the verb. There is still debate on whether it
absorbs the internal or the external argument. See Bar-
tra (2002) for an overview of its uses in Catalan.

2All examples in the paper are taken from the CTILC
corpus (see Section 3.1) and shown literally or in an sim-
plified version.

b. L’agricultura
the agriculture

es
SE

beneficia
benefits

del
of the

conflicte
conflict
‘Agriculture benefits from the conflict’

This class corresponds to an alternation
which is very common in Catalan, as well as in
other Romance languages (Rosselló, 2002). In
our Gold Standard it corresponds to 20% of the
lemmata (opposed to 10% intransitive and 8%
prepositional; see Section 3.1). Due to the im-
portance of this alternation, and to the fact that
these verbs share properties both with transitive
and prepositional verbs (they sometimes bear
an NP object, sometimes a prepositional one),
we found it advisable to add this class to our
targeted classification.

In the light of these experimental results, we
redefined the classification and designed a two
step procedure. In the first step (Sections 3
and 4), the task was to classify verbs into tran-
sitive, intransitive and VASE. Intransitives in-
clude both verbs subcategorising prepositional
objects and pure intransitives. In the second
step, briefly explained in Section 5, we further
distinguished between prepositional verbs and
pure intransitives.

3 Material and method

3.1 Data: Corpus and Gold Standard
We used a 16 million word fragment of the
CTILC (Corpus Informatitzat de la Llengua
Catalana) corpus (Rafel, 1994). The corpus
has been automatically annotated and hand-
corrected, providing lemma and morphological
information (part of speech and inflectional fea-
tures).

The experiments were carried out on 200
verbs, randomly selected among those having
more than 50 occurences in the corpus. To be
able to evaluate and analyse the results, one of
the authors of the paper classified them into the
three classes described in the previous Section.
The resulting Gold Standard classification is de-
picted in Table 1.

# %
Transitive 129 64.5
VASE 39 19.5
Intransitive 32 16.0

Table 1: Classes for the Gold Standard.

Note that the largest class is by far that of
transitive verbs, and that the intransitive class



abbrev. gloss
1 ObjCl Cooccurence with an object clitic.
2 DetOrN Determiner or noun follows.
3 Passive Passive construction.
4 Punct Punctuation marks (stop, colon, etc.) follow.
5 Prep Preposition follows (except for per ‘by’ ).
6 Se Particle se precedes or follows the verb.
7 DetAndN DetOrN + precedence by an NP element (adj, pron, det or noun).
8 NonAgrN DetOrN + not agreement in number.
9 NonAgrP DetOrN + not agreement in person.
10 NonFin DetOrN + verb in a nonfinite form.

Table 2: Features used for verb classification.

is the smallest one, despite the fact that it
includes verbs bearing a prepositional object
and verbs with very unfrequent transitive uses
(dormir la migdiada ‘take a nap’, as transitive
use of dormir ‘sleep’ ). Taking this distribution
into account, we can establish a baseline for the
evaluation: Instead of randomly assigning verbs
to classes, we will use a higher baseline, that of
assigning all verbs to the most common class,
transitive verbs. This results in a 0.65 F-score
(more details in Section 4).

3.2 Features
We defined ten features suitable to characterise
the targeted classes, along with superficial lin-
guistic cues which allowed us to automatically
extract the data by simple frequency counts.
Table 2 summarizes the features and the shal-
low cues, and we describe our hypotheses with
respect to the characterisation of the classes in
what follows.

The first three features, ObjCl, DetOrN and
Passive, are directed towards characterising
transitive uses of verbs. We expect transitive
verbs to have the highest values for these fea-
tures, while VASE verbs will have middle values
but still higher than intransitive ones, due to the
uses of VASE verbs where they occur with an
NP object.

Note that, as subjects may appear postver-
bally in Catalan (especially with unaccusative
verbs; see sentence (2)), some intransitive verbs
may also have relatively high values for feature
DetOrN.

(2) Apareixerà
Appear-fut

el
the

monstre
monster

‘The monster will appear’

The following two features, Punct and Prep,
are expected to characterise intransitive uses of

verbs, so that transitive and (to a lesser extent)
VASE verbs are expected to have lower values
for them than intransitive verbs.

Feature Se is the only one specifically de-
signed to identify VASE verbs. VASE verbs
should have the highest values for this feature
and intransitive ones the lowest, since se is
mostly related to phenomena related to tran-
sitivity: reflexivity, passivization, etc.

The last four features, DetAndN, NonAgrN,
NonAgrP and NonFin, are aimed specifically at
distinguishing transitive verbs from intransitive
verbs with a postverbal subject, which is a ma-
jor problem for our task, as mentioned above
and exemplified in sentence (2). The same prob-
lem would arise with any other language with
a similar syntactic pattern, such as Italian or
Spanish. The last features are elaborations on
DetOrN designed to detect objects. The restric-
tion that an NP both precedes and follows a
verb (feature DetAndN) makes it more likely
that an object is present; also, the fact that
the NP following the verb does not agree with
it in number or person (features NonAgrN and
NonAgrP) also point to an object. As for fea-
ture NonFin, it exploits the fact that postver-
bal subjects with infinitives are very rare in Ro-
mance languages.

The first six features are represented in terms
of raw percentages. Because the last four fea-
tures are prone to sparse data problems, their
values are proportions within the values for
DetOrN. The result of the feature extraction is
a representation for each verb as in Table 3.
We see there e.g. that 9.3% of the occurrences
of the verb contemplar ‘contemplate’ (transi-
tive) exhibit the feature ObjCl, while beneficiar
‘benefit’ (VASE) only presents 3% and xisclar
‘scream’ (intransitive) 0%.

Table 4 shows the mean values for each fea-



Lemma Class ObjCl DetOrN Passive Punct Prep
contemplar Trans. 9.3 52.2 3.4 4.3 15.0
beneficiar VASE 3.0 20.1 2.5 6.5 32.6
xisclar Intr. 0 11.7 0 22.0 11.0

Se DetAndN NonAgrN NonAgrP NonFin
contemplar Trans. 5.9 15.1 17.3 13.7 25.4
beneficiar VASE 37.6 39.2 33.3 3.9 19.0
xisclar Intr. 0.8 0 0 0 6.6

Table 3: Feature values for verbs contemplar, beneficiar, and xisclar.

ture according to the class. 3 Most of the expec-
tations are met: Transitive verbs have the high-
est values across classes for seven out of the ten
features: ObjCl, DetOrN, Passive, DetAndN,
NonAgrN, NonAgrP and NonFin. Intransitive
verbs have highest values only for Punct and
Prep. VASE verbs have intermediate values
for most features (the ones for which transitive
verbs have high values, plus Prep), high values
for Se and low values for Punct. Some of the
differences, such as those for Punct, are not as
high as expected and may not even be signifi-
cant, but the patterns are very consistent with
our hypotheses.

Feature Trans. VASE Intr.
ObjCl 4.8 4.6 0.5
DetOrN 26.4 16.3 14.1
Passive 6.5 3.1 0.6
Punct 7.1 6.8 10.9
Prep 17.3 31.3 40.2
Se 11.8 33.8 2.6
DetAndN 31.9 27.6 23.0
NonAgrN 28.4 26.5 13.2
NonAgrP 12.4 12.2 3.1
NonFin 54.6 41.7 18.6

Table 4: Mean values for features by class.

3.3 Clustering approach
We used CLUTO 4 for the experiments. We will
report the results obtained with the k-means al-
gorithm. We also tried several of the other algo-
rithms provided with CLUTO (hierarchical and
flat, agglomerative and partitional), obtaining
quite similar results.

4 Results

With k-means, the number of clusters has to be
predetermined. Because our targeted classifica-
tion consists of three classes, we concentrated

3In Tables 4 and 6, the highest mean value appears
in bold face, and the middle mean value in italics.

4http://www-users.cs.umn.edu/∼karypis/cluto/.

on the three cluster solution and will report re-
sults for this partition only. As we see in Ta-
ble 5, cluster 0 contains mainly transitives, clus-
ter 1 intransitives and cluster 2 VASE. There-
fore, there is a clear correspondence between
classes and clusters, and the cluster analysis has
identified the structure we aimed at. However,
as detailed in Table 5, there are also some mis-
classified verbs, which will be further analysed
in Section 4.1. Table 6 shows the mean value
for each feature in each cluster.

Cluster Trans. VASE Intr. Total
0 115 7 5 127
1 9 0 26 35
2 5 32 1 38
Total 129 39 32 200

Table 5: Contingency table.

Feature 0 2 1
ObjCl 5.2 4.0 0.4
DetOrN 26.8 16.2 14.0
Passive 6.7 2.9 1.0
Punct 7.2 6.9 10.2
Prep 15.2 33.4 44.3
Se 10.9 38.9 2.7
DetAndN 31.2 29.2 24.6
NonAgrN 29.6 26.0 10.8
NonAgrP 12.9 10.6 4.3
NonFin 57.6 38.7 14.1

Table 6: Mean values for every feature for clus-
ters 0, 1 and 2

These data fit with the distribution of feature
values across classes reported in Table 4, show-
ing that the value distribution of the features
defined for each class is consistent with the pre-
dictions. For example, verbs which have middle
values for features indicating transitivity tend
to have a relatively high value for Se.

Table 7 shows the evaluation measures as
compared to the Gold Standard: Precision, re-
call and F-score. As for the baseline, recall



from Section 3.1 that we use that of consider-
ing all verbs to be transitive, the largest class
in the Gold Standard. The overall measures are
weighted according to the number of verbs in
each class, so that they should be read as the
probability of correctly classifying a verb, given
the distribution of the Gold Standard across
classes.

Prec. Recall F-score
Class Cl. (Bl.) Cl. (Bl.) Cl. (Bl.)
Trans. .91 (.65) .89 (1) .90 (.82)
Intr. .74 (0) .81 (0) .78 (0)
VASE .84 (0) .82 (0) .83 (0)
Overall .87 (.65) .87 (.65) .87 (.65)

Table 7: Clustering results (Cl.) compared to
baseline (Bl.).

The average F-score is 0.87 a good overall re-
sult for a lexical acquisition task, and also com-
pared to the baseline (0.65).

Note that the class with the highest score is
that of transitives, probably due to the fact that
it is the largest class, and most features are char-
acteristic of transitives, so that the clustering
algorithm has richer information for them. Con-
versely, intransitive verbs get the lowest score.
The most plausible explanation, apart from it
being the smallest class, is that it contains
heterogeneous elements: Pure intransitives and
verbs subcategorising for a prepositional object.
A second experiment we performed was devoted
to that distinction (see Section 5).

4.1 Error analysis
Transitive verbs misclassified into cluster
1-Intr.: alterar (alter), cessar (dismiss; stop),
configurar (set up), consultar (consult), netejar
(clean), operar (operate), pensar (think), recti-
ficar (correct), reposar (rest; put again).

Most of these verbs either are very frequently
used without the object (as netejar or operar)
or alternate between an NP and a prepositional
object (cessar de, pensar en). These verbs are
polysemic, and each sense subcategorizes for a
different frame. For instance, in the ‘stop’ sense
cessar subcategorizes for a prepositional phrase,
while in the ‘dismiss’ sense it is a plain transi-
tive. We didn’t establish a specific class for this
alternation and therefore classified this verb as
transitive. As the ‘stop’ sense is far more fre-
quent, the feature values for this verb are closer
to those of intransitive verbs and, accordingly, it
is classified in cluster 1. This second kind of mis-

take thus points to a richer classification, and
the eventual need to encode different frames as-
sociated to different senses in case of polysemy.
However, this implies a richer lexical represen-
tation, which is more difficult to exploit.

Transitive verbs misclassified into cluster
2-VASE: avorrir (bore), coure (cook), errar
(err), espolsar (dust), intensificar (intensify).

All these verbs appear very frequently with
particle se in the corpus, most of them due to
a causative/noncausative alternation (El Joan
cou la carn ‘Joan cooks the meat’ vs. La carn es
cou ‘The meat gets cooked/cooks’). As the non-
causative construction is more frequent, they
have values similar to VASE verbs. Again, it
would be possible to integrate this alternation
in the classification, but it affects a compara-
tively small number of verbs.

Misclassified intransitive verbs: concor-
dar (agree) (classified in cluster 2-VASE);
agradar (like), al.ludir (allude), esmorzar (have
breakfast), néixer (be born), regalimar (drip)
(classified in cluster 0-Trans.).

Most mistakes in classifying intransitives are
due to idiosyncracies of the verbs. For instance,
esmorzar and regalimar have some transitive
uses and agradar and néixer appear almost ex-
clusively with a postverbal subject.

Misclassified VASE verbs: admirar (ad-
mire), afegir (add), aprofitar (make the most),
compadir (pity), envoltar (surround), servir
(serve; be useful), trobar (find).

All misclassified VASE verbs are in cluster 0-
Trans. These errors are due to the fact that
the se construction of these verbs (i.e. admirar-
se de, aprofitar-se de) does not appear often in
the corpus, so that these verbs have low values
for features Se and Prep and, hence, are more
similar to transitive verbs than to VASE verbs.

To sum up, we have seen that the verbs that
have been misclassified are in one way or an-
other not prototypical within their class. In-
tuitively, they should also not be similar to the
prototype of the class where they have been
wrongly placed. A preliminary analysis of the
z-scores of the verbs indicate that the intuition
is correct for transitive and VASE verbs, but not
for intransitive verbs. For two of the clusters,
thus, we find that mistakes correspond to dis-
tance to the centroid. This suggests that cluster
analysis could be used to approach the notion of
prototypicality within a class, although further
research is needed on this issue.



5 Further work

We are currently testing the system with a 208
million word corpus extracted from the Web
(Boleda et al., 2005). With this resource, results
are much worse, achieving only a 0.73 F-score
(which is however still well beyond the base-
line). It is surprising that with on average 12
times the evidence for a verb, results decrease so
much; the reason could be the noise contained
in such a corpus.

In addition, we have performed another clas-
sification experiment which we cannot fully ex-
plain due to space constraints. The experi-
ment was aimed at further dividing intransi-
tive verbs into pure intransitives and verbs bear-
ing a prepositional object. The baseline for the
task was 0.5 and the upperbound 0.94. Using
the experimental setting explained in Section 3
and four features, we achieved an average 0.84
F-score, only 10 points away from the upper-
bound.

As in the previous experiment, misclassified
verbs are verbs whose behavior is closer to the
behavior of the verbs of the other class. Most
of the missclassified pure intransitives are verbs
that very frequently appear with a particular
kind of locative adjunct (conduir per ‘drive on’,
xocar contra ‘crash into’ ). As for misclassified
prepositional verbs, they are those which have
some transitive uses (pujar ‘go up, raise’, baixar
‘go down, lower’ ) or that very often appear
without the prepositional object (jugar ‘play’,
protestar ‘protest’ ).

6 Conclusions

We have presented a cluster analysis which can
be used to classify verbs into basic syntactic
classes in Catalan using very simple resources
(a corpus with morphological information), and
which we believe can be straightforwardly ex-
tended to other Romance languages, for which
there are typically less available resources than
for English.

We classified verbs into transitive, in-
transitive and verbs alternating with a se-
construction. We defined ten features with their
associated shallow cues, which are linguistically
motivated and which our experiments have em-
pirically validated. We achieved a mean F-score
of 0.87 for an experiment with a 0.65 baseline,
which is a good result for a lexical acquisition
task.

We have argued that the defined features and
the cluster analysis are also useful to determine

the prototypicality of a verb within a class. Mis-
classified verbs are those that have some special
property (belong to a subclass, present a partic-
ular alternation) and, hence, tend to be further
from the centroid of the cluster. Therefore, the
mistakes of this system are also linguistically
motivated.
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